hangover n. sore hands, arms, neck, back, tongue,
pubic bone, pussy, cock, ass, etc. due to strenuous
fucking.
biodude n. a biological dude
boycation n. a brief period wherein a dyke dates a
biodude to take a break from gayland and gay drama;
can result in a reaffirmation of how really super gay
she is.
boyfacting v. to back up asinine beliefs with false
statistics or ' facts' in hopes of winning a debate
and being right.
brat-ass n. one who fancies themselves a big badass but who is truly just a brat.
bros pl. n. two lesbian identified individuals who
bond socially over activities like: videogames,
board games, sports events, pizza dinners, teenage
mutant ninja turtles etc.
bromance n. bro activities accompanied by feelings
ofromance. adj. bromantic.
bromosexual n. bros who are sexually attracted to
other bros.
claw, the n. the strange and unexplainable phenomenon of temporary hand paralysis wherein one' s
hand curls up uncontrollably while getting fucked
during crazy intense sex.

dopplebanger n. one who onJy fucks people who
have an uncanny resemblance to themselves.
fagosphere n. an environment dominated by fags.
fauxfag n. a straight boy who has intentionally cultivated a fabulously faggy aesthetic, often to the
express advantage of bedding those ladies who get
crushes on their fag friends because they are
considered 'safe'.
fauxmo (rhymes with homo) n. a fake homo.
FtMinist n. a fe])a who KEEPS IT REAL 'cause he:
understands that externalizing internalized misogyny
looks tacky in any gender; remembers his own
lesbian feminist roots (if he had any); and resists the
urge to become a trannie chauvinist.
friendly fire n. sudden and unexpected sexual
tension between two platonic friends.
frienemy n. a person who: can't stand you, has
your worst intentions at heart, Laughs bitterly at every
little humiliation life throws your way as if it is
personal vindication from a vengeful god ... yet
remains ruthlessly friendly to your face.
{uncomfortable adj. social activities shared between people wherein mutual or one sided awkward
feelings are felt but remain unexpressed for the sheer
Purpose of social ease, but mostly just to save face.

gold star n. a queer who has never consensually
dabbled in hetero genital canoodling. ever.
handsex n. sexually charged hand holding that
involves gentle and reverent stroking, light
squeezing, and sometimes fingertip kissing; usually
acc:ampanied by deep and meaningful eye gazing.
Often occurs in restaurants and movie theatres.
housewreck v. to sleep with two or more people of
the same household causing one or more persons to
move out, give up the lease or leave town.
femmestache n. a mustache belonging to a femme . ..
always sexy and should be encouraged.
lesbiman n. dude who wants to be a lesbian, date a
lesbian, or date anyone lesbian style.
lovejail n. a very special and remote place some
couples reside during the first few months to a year
after fal ling in love; a place wherein all interest in
friends, family, hobbies, employment, the weather,
and current events is djminished; a place from which
it is difficult to return phone calls.
making a move-ie v. to put the moves on someone .
while watching a movie.
Mr.McToppity n. one who is a top on the streets as
well as the sheets, and proudly so.
neverwasbian n. one who has never ever ever
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been a true, proven, litmus tested, gene carrying
pussy fucker except for one time drunk to show off
for their boyfriend.
otherfucker n. a person only attracted to people of
differing gender expressions as themselves. antonym:
dopplebanger
pornosexual n. a person who likes getting their
rocks off to porno best of all, most of all.
pronoun showdown n . a conversation between
two people about a third party in which two differing
pronouns are being pointedly used by each
participant (as if in a duel) and without any
acknowledgement of this discrepancy in a subtle
battle of who 's got the right gender.
Sexual Tension Disorder (STD) n. a condition
in which a person lives with Prince in their very own
erotic city; a state in which someone's general
presence exudes a panty-load of undirected sexual
energy, regardless of the circumstances; a way of
interacting with ones environment as if they would
like to "fuck so pretty, you (the whole world) and
me".
silver star n. a homo who briefly dabbled in straight,
vanilla heterosexual sex before turning into a
bona fide queer-as-fuck ass fisting sex pervert but,
never the less, always comes in second to the eold

star queer in the "Gayer Than Thou" Olympics.
textual intercourse n. sexxxy smut sent via text
message
TMffiDSM n. Too Much (in depth, incredibly
detailed) Information given about one's own or other
peoples piss gargling, labia piercing, tittie needling,
jump-rope-around-the-ankle type adventures without
any interest on the listeners part.
topping from the bottom v. to give direction,
sexual or otherwise, in a way as to suggest that your
partner came up with the idea and is totally in charge.
Works best on: MrMcToppity.
trannyhopper n. a person who dates tranny after
tranny after tranny ...
Whatever-the-fuck-1-want-gomy n . the practice of doing whatever the fuck one wants while
pretending they are in a consensual, polyamorous (or
monogamous) relationship.
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